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Ocean acidification reshapes the otolith-body allometry of growth in juvenile sea bream
The effects of elevated CO2 partial pressure (pCO2) on otolith calcification and on the coupling between somatic and otolith growth
were investigated in juvenile gilthead sea bream Sparus aurata. Six-month old individuals were raised during seven weeks under four
pCO2 conditions set according to projected future ocean acidification scenarios. Body and otolith biometric parameters were [â?¦]
Nov 28, 2014 3:37 AM

Behavioural responses to simulated bird attacks in marine three-spined sticklebacks after exposure to high CO2 levels
The rising partial pressure of CO2 (pCO2) in oceanic water, termed ocean acidification, is an impending threat to marine life and has
previously been shown to affect several aspects of fish behaviour. We evaluated the behavioural response to a simulated avian
predator attack and lateralisation in three-spined sticklebacks (Gasterosteus aculeatus) after 10 and 20 days [â?¦]
Nov 27, 2014 3:29 AM

Design, construction, and operation of an actively controlled deep-sea CO2 enrichment experiment using a cabled observatory
system
We describe the design, testing, and performance of an actively controlled deep-sea Free Ocean CO2 Enrichment (dp-FOCE) system
for the execution of seafloor experiments relating to the impacts of ocean acidification on natural ecosystems. We used the 880 m
deep MARS (Monterey Accelerated Research Initiative) cable site offshore Monterey Bay, California for this work; but [â?¦]
Nov 26, 2014 8:21 AM

Reefs shift from net accretion to net erosion along a natural environmental gradient
Coral reefs persist in an accretion-erosion balance and ocean acidification resulting from anthropogenic CO2 emissions threatens to
shift this balance in favor of net reef erosion. Corals and calcifying algae, largely responsible for reef accretion, are vulnerable to
environmental changes associated with ocean acidification, but the direct effects of lower pH on reef erosion has [â?¦]
Nov 26, 2014 8:12 AM

Ocean acidification exacerbates the impacts of global warming on embryonic little skate, Leucoraja erinacea (Mitchill)
Ocean acidification and warming have the potential to profoundly impact marine fishes by reducing embryo fitness and survival. Local
adaptation to thermal gradients may reduce the impact of global warming, but whether fish from different populations may respond
differently to climatic stressors remains unknown. The hypothesis that acidification and warming may have an effect on [â?¦]
Nov 26, 2014 7:48 AM

Physiological and biochemical responses of diatoms to projected ocean changes
With progressive future global change, marine phytoplankton in surface oceans will be subjected to ocean acidification, as well as to
increased solar exposures and decreased vertical transport of nutrients from depth due to increasing stratification. We employed a
simultaneous multivariate treatment approach to investigate the physiological and biochemical responses of the diatoms Thalassiosira
pseudonana and [â?¦]
Nov 26, 2014 7:38 AM

How good are we at assessing the impact of ocean acidification in coastal systems? Limitations, omissions and strengths of
commonly used experimental approaches with a special emphasis on the neglected role of fluctuations
Much of our past research on ocean acidification has focussed on direct responses to pCO2 increase at the (sub-) organism level, but
does not produce findings that can be projected into the natural context. Based on a review of about 350 recent articles mainly on
ocean acidification effects, we highlight major limitations of commonly used [â?¦]
Nov 25, 2014 2:29 AM

Uncertainties in measurements of ocean carbon dioxide levels
Carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions are not affecting only the atmosphere: 30% of anthropogenic CO2 emissions were absorbed by the
oceans in the past few decades, recent estimates show. However, Kouketsu and Murata note that these estimates are based entirely
on research that was conducted in the 1990s and that more recent measurements of oceanic CO2 [â?¦]
Nov 25, 2014 2:13 AM

Coccolithophore calcification response to past ocean acidification and climate change
Anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions are forcing rapid ocean chemistry changes and causing ocean acidification (OA), which is of
particular significance for calcifying organisms, including planktonic coccolithophores. Detailed analysis of coccolithophore skeletons
enables comparison of calcite production in modern and fossil cells in order to investigate biomineralization response of ancient
coccolithophores to climate change. Here we [â?¦]
Nov 24, 2014 5:49 AM

Ocean acidification rapidly reduces dinitrogen fixation associated with the hermatypic coral Seriatopora hystrix
Since productivity and growth of coral-associated dinoflagellate algae is nitrogen (N)-limited, dinitrogen (N2) fixation by coralassociated microbes is likely crucial for maintaining the coral-dinoflagellate symbiosis. It is thus essential to understand the effects
future climate change will have on N2 fixation by the coral holobiont. This laboratory study is the first to investigate short-term effects
[â?¦]
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